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1.0  context of study
1.1 IntRoductIon - PRoject descRIPtIon

TPM were commissioned by White Acre Estates in March 2017	to prepare a Landscape and Visual Impact Appraisal (LVIA) for an 
area of land off Cookson Way, Catterick which will be referred to as the proposal site throughout the document. This document 
is in support of a masterplanning exercise for the site seeking outline permission for residential development and landscaping.	
The LVIA will consider the baseline for both landscape and visual amenity and will seek to identify the sensitivity of each before 
considering the change that proposed development may introduce. Both the landscape and visual impact of the proposed 
residential development will be assessed and a strategy of mitigation planting or other methods will be explored where relevant 
to reduce identified impacts.

The landscape and visual appraisal was undertaken in May 2017 when trees are with leaf. It is understood that the assessed effects 
to the visual resource are likely to be greater during the winter months due to the trees being without leaf. Where these are 
particularly relevant this has been considered and appraised in the assessment.

1.2 sIte descRIPtIon 

The proposal site lies 4km south east of Richmond and approximately 1km south of Brompton on Swale. The site is accessible from 
Cookson Way in the village of Brough With St. Giles on the eastern fringe of the settlement of Colburn. The site is 4 hectares in size 
and comprises a single, open field. Currently the field is rough grassland, however, its previous use includes arable farmland. 
	
The proposal site is roughly square in shape and bounded to the west by a fence adjacent to Cookson Way. The three other sides of 
the site are delineated by discontinuous hedgerows and mature trees which form the boundary to further surrounding open fields 
and wooded estates on gently falling topography towards the River Swale. 

The topography of the site slopes upwards from approximately 60-70m AOD in the east to approximately 70-80m AOD in the west 
at the site boundary to Cookson Way. There are no public footpaths that run directly through the site, however, a wider network of 
Public Rights of Way (PROW) and Bridleways are located to the north and south of the site. The western edge of the proposal site 
is immediately bordered by a local footpath which is associated with the neighbouring, modern residential area off Cookson Way 
which links to the primary route through Colburn to the south, Catterick Road (A6136).

1.3 study aRea 

The local roads were driven and public footpath networks explored to determine the receptors to be appraised and the extents of 
the visual envelope. The visual envelope is contained by linear tree belts to the south and east. Rising land to the north and west 
also creates a topographical barrier and an urban settlement on higher ground  to the west further restricts the visual envelope. 
Layers of hedgerows and mature trees play an extensive part in reducing the long range views. 

The extent of the study area is approximately 1-2km and irregular in shape. See study area illustrated in Figure 3. The topography 
and vegetation of the study area are illustrated in Section 4 (Figures 6 and 7).

1.4 develoPment PRoPosals 

The development proposals seek outline planning approval for residential development comprising up to 107 dwellings, with 
access and landscaping. The proposals referred to in this assessment are illustrated in Figure 4.

For the purpose of this assessment it is assumed that the proposed residential dwellings will be constructed from materials 
appropriate to the local setting and vernacular. The design of the proposed development has been informed by the initial findings 
of this study which helped to determine the extent and arrangement of built development in the landscape, and further landscape 
mitigation proposals which are summarised in Chapter 9.0. This masterplan design for the housing development was then tested 
as part of this Landscape and Visual Appraisal to determine the specific impacts expected through the design iterations expressed 
in the masterplan. These potential impacts and the mitigation strategy proposed alleviate any impacts described in Chapter 8.0 and 
have shaped the final masterplan design.

1.5 desIgnatIon 

There are no landscape designations directly relating to the proposal site and the proposal site is not located within a 
Conservation Area or Green Belt.             
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Figure 2. Site Boundary (Map Source: Google Maps)

Figure 1. Location Plan (Map Source: Bing Maps) Proposal Site

Proposal Site
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Figure 3. Study Area (Map Source: Bing Maps)

Figure 4. Development Proposals

Proposal Site

Study Area

Proposal Site
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2.1 metHodology

The site was visited and the surrounding road network driven. Positive and detracting elements in the landscape were recorded, 
as was the general land use and quality of the site. Viewpoints were identified based on public viewpoints (public footpaths), 
private viewpoints (residential properties) and key distant viewpoints to determine the wider impact on the landscape and where 
development would have the potential to affect the quality and character of existing views and in consideration of the nature 
of the proposed development. A study area of approximately 1-2km was assessed in consideration of the likely visual envelope. 
Potential longer distance views were also considered. A photographic record of the study area, surrounding context and important 
views/character were recorded.

The methodology seeks to use recognised, published industry standards and techniques to identify and describe a landscape and 
visual baseline and ascribe a sensitivity to these landscape and visual receptors which may be altered through the introduction of 
the proposed development. Landscape and Visual Impacts are considered separately although the conclusion on sensitivity and 
impact will have regard to both these related areas of study and proposals made for the mitigation of that impact.

The magnitude of change brought about through the proposed development is considered alongside the level of sensitivity for 
each landscape area or receptor and the level of landscape or visual effects is expressed as a combination of these two elements. 

The methodology for landscape character appraisal and visual appraisal is summarised in sections 2.2 and 2.3, refer to Appendix 
2 for lvIa methodology and Reference tables.

	 The	appraisal	has	been	based	on	guidelines	and	information	provided	in	the	following	publications:

• Landscape Character Assessment: Guidance for England and Scotland (The Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural  
 Heritage 2002)

• Landscape Character Assessment: Guidance for England and Scotland (The Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural  
 Heritage). Topic Paper 6: Techniques and Criteria for Judging Capacity and Sensitivity.

• Natural England’s Published Landscape Character Assessments. (www.gov.uk)

• North Yorkshire County Council - North Yorkshire & York Landscape Characterisation Project February 2011

• Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA) 3rd edition 2013.

• Landscape Institute Advice Note 01/2009. Use of photography and photomontage in landscape and visual assessment.

2.2  landscaPe cHaRacteR aPPRaIsal

A desktop study and site survey of existing landscape policies, planning designations and character appraisals was undertaken and 
an appraisal made of the landscape character of the surrounding area and the proposal sites value in landscape terms within this 
character area.

To determine the effects of development on the landscape three different key aspects or receptors are considered:

elements:  Individual elements within the landscape, which are quantifiable and include features such as hills, valleys, woods, 
trees, hedges and ponds;

Characteristics:  Elements or combinations of elements that make a particular contribution to the character of the area i.e. scenic 
quality, tranquillity or wildness;

character:  A combination of geology, landform, soils, vegetation, land use and human settlement.  

2.0  metHodology
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These features combine to give an indication of the sensitivity of the landscape and its ability to accept change. In addition the 
landscape condition, value and quality are considered and appraised as part of this judgement.  

To assist in the appraisal of the sensitivity of the landscape resource each landscape encountered is considered against the criteria 
set out in Appendix 2. The tables identify the principal factors considered when assessing the sensitivity of the landscape in 
relation to the proposed development.

2.3  vIsual aPPRaIsal

Visual appraisal relates to the change to views as a result of development, and the overall effects on visual amenity

The sensitivity of visual receptors depends upon:

• Location of the viewpoint
• Context of the view
• Activity of the receptor
• Frequency and duration of the view

The criteria used to assess the visual effects on selected viewpoints included:

• The sensitivity and type of receptor (Appendix 2, Table 11)
• The degree of visibility of the proposal site from the viewpoint (Appendix 2, Table 8)
• The magnitude of change (Appendix 2, Table 10)
• The effects of development on the view (pre-mitigation) (Appendix 2, Table 12)
• The effects of development on the view (post-mitigation) (Appendix 2, Table 12)

An additional consideration for the sensitivity of a view or views is the quality of the view where a subjective opinion is considered 
alongside the objective factors (Appendix 2, Table 9)

The appraisal of visual effects describes:

• The changes in the character of the available views resulting from the development and the changes in the visual   
 amenity  of the visual receptor.  
• The appraisal process mirrors that of landscape effects in that it requires the collation of baseline information relating to  
 the nature and type of views and the receptors which will receive them.  As with landscape effects, visual impacts are 
 determined by considering the magnitude and nature of change evaluated in consideration of the sensitivity of the   
 receptor. (Appendix 2, Table 13)
• The magnitude of change to the view will depend on numerous factors including the extent and nature of the current  
 view, the distance to the proposed development, the time of year and whether other elements intervene in the view  
 such as vegetation or moving traffic.
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3.0  PlannIng PolIcy
The overall planning context in relation to the Proposed Development is explored in greater detail within the separate Planning 
Statement that accompanies the planning application. The following provides a summary in relation to landscape and visual 
matters.

3.1 NATIONAL CONTEXT:  National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF 2012) 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) published March 2012 sets out the government’s (national) planning policies. The 
NPPF is a key part of the reforms to make the planning system less complex and more accessible, to protect the environment and 
to promote sustainable growth.

Sustainable development and growth is at the forefront of The Framework (NPPF). “The purpose of the planning system is to 
contribute to the achievement of sustainable development.” (para 6).

The three elements of delivering sustainable development are considered to be economic, social and environmental. The 
environmental role should contribute to “contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic environment; 
and, as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and mitigate 
and adapt to climate change including moving to a low carbon economy” (para 7).

With regard to achieving sustainable development, the Core Planning Principles at paragraph 17 (amongst 11 other considerations) 
notes that planning should: 

• take account of the different roles and character of different areas, promoting the vitality of our main urban areas,   
 protecting the Green Belts around them, recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside and   
 supporting thriving rural communities within it;

The NPPF supports good design to enhance the quality of the built and natural environment. “The Government attaches great 
importance to the design of the built environment. Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, is indivisible from good 
planning, and should contribute positively to making places better people” (para 56). 

In relation to urban design and landscape, paragraph 58 concludes that: 
“Planning policies and decisions should aim to ensure that development: 

• Establishes a strong sense of place, using streetscapes and buildings to create attractive and comfortable places to live,  
 work and visit;
• Optimise the potential of the site to accommodate development, create and sustain an appropriate mix of uses   
 (including incorporation of green and other public space as part of developments) and support local facilities and   
 transport networks; 
• Respond to local character and history, and reflect the identity of local surroundings and materials, while not preventing 
 or discouraging appropriate innovation; and 
• Are visually attractive as a result of good architecture and appropriate landscaping” 

The NPPF seeks to conserve and enhance the natural environment – protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, and affording 
great weight to the protection of areas of natural and scenic beauty, such as National Parks. 

“The planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by (para 109): 

• Protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, geological conservation interests and soils;
• Recognising the wider benefits of ecosystem services;
• Minimising impacts on biodiversity and providing net gains in biodiversity where possible, contributing to the   
 Government’s commitment to halt the overall decline in biodiversity, including by establishing coherent ecological   
 networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures;
• Preventing both new and existing development from contributing to or being put at unacceptable risk from, or being  
 adversely affected by unacceptable levels of soil, air, water or noise pollution or land instability; and
• Remediating and mitigating despoiled, degraded, derelict, contaminated and unstable land, where appropriate.”
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“Local planning authorities should set criteria based policies against which proposals for a development on or affecting protected 
wildlife or geodiversity sites or landscape areas will be judged. (para 113)

Local planning authorities should: 
• Set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation, protection, enhancement and   
 management of networks of biodiversity and green infrastructure;” (para 114)

3.2 local context: RIcHmondsHIRe dIstRIct councIl local Plan

The Local Planning Authority adopted the 2012-2028 Core Strategy in December 2014 and are in the process of developing the 
2012-2028 Local Plan - Policy Proposals Map. The 2012-2028 Core Strategy replaces all of the policies in the previous Local Plan 
1999-2006 (with the exception of Policy 23: Development Limits). 

Core Policy CP12: Conserving and Enhancing Environmental and Historic Assets is relevant to landscape. The proposal site is not 
located in the gaps of agricultural countryside meaning that a key green infrastructure network will be protected between Colburn 
Town, Colburn Village and Hipswell. The development proposals have been designed to retain and enhance the existing vegetation 
on the proposal site.

Core Policy CP12: Conserving and Enhancing Environmental and Historic Assets
Development or other initiatives will be supported where they conserve and enhance the significance of the plan area’s natural and 
man-made, designated or undesignated assets. Development will not be supported which:
a. has a detrimental impact upon the significance of a natural or man-made asset
b. is inconsistent with the principles of an asset’s proper management.

Environmental	Assets
Where avoidance of adverse impacts is not possible, necessary mitigation must be provided to address any potential harmful 
implications of development. Where adequate mitigation measures are not possible, compensatory measures will be required. This 
approach will apply to specific assets as follows:

b. the landscape character of the plan area will be maintained, enhanced and, where appropriate, restored to ensure a sustainable 
future for the natural and historic environment

d. the green infrastructure network of the plan area will be protected and, where appropriate, enhanced to provide a high quality, 
accessible, diverse and well-connected network of green space to meet the needs of the community, businesses and visitors. The 
key green infrastructure network includes:

i. playing fields, outdoor sports facilities, play parks and amenity green space
ii. the Coast to Coast walk and views from it
iii. corridors of green space, recreation areas and trees which flow through urban areas (particularly Catterick Garrison and 
Leyburn)
iv. the gap between the settlements of Leyburn and Harmby, and the agricultural countryside between Colburn Town, Colburn 
Village and Hipswell
v. village greens and common land
vi. allotments, cemeteries, churchyards and civic spaces
vii. woodlands, scrubland, grassland, wetland, running water, wasteland, open land and parks and gardens, river banks, cycleways 
and the Public Rights of Way network
viii. sites important for biodiversity and geodiversity

local Plan 1999-2006
Policy 7: Area of Great Landscape Value covered the River Swale which passes approximately 1km north of the proposal site. This 
policy is now superseded, however, it is useful to be aware of the previous designations of this river landscape. 
	
3.3 STRATEGIC HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT LAND AVAILABILITY ASSESSMENT (SHELAA)

The proposal site is identified as a broad location for growth for years 6-10 of the Plan.
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4.0  sIte context
The proposed development site lies to the east of the town of Colburn in the village of Brough With St. Giles. Edge of settlement 
housing accessed off Cookson Way sets the western boundary to the proposal site.

Landform and Drainage Pattern;

The landscape gently undulates, rising to the west across Colburn to the Yorkshire Dales National Park and sloping down to the  
north-east where the River Swale cuts deeply through the low-lying landscape.

Land Use, Fields, Boundaries, Trees and Wildlife:

The landscape comprises of open fields which are used for a mix of arable and pastoral farming. Field boundaries are formed by 
either post and wire fencing or hedgerows and mature trees, although many of the fields are not fully contained by these latter 
elements. 
	
Settlement, Built Environment and Communications:

A number of settlements are to the south east of Richmond including, Colburn, Hipswell, Brompton on Swale and Catterick Bridge. 
The village of Brough with St. Giles sits between Colburn, Catterick Bridge and Brompton on Swale. Farmsteads and historic 
buildings are dotted around the rural landscape and linked by minor roads.  

Views have been selected to give an overview of the landscape within and surrounding Brough with St. Giles and the proposal site, 
See Figure 5. An assessment of visual amenity and specific receptors is included in Section 7.

Figure 5. Public Access (Ref North Yorkshire County Council:  Public Rights of Way Map)

PROW Footpath

PROW Bridleway

Map Legend

Proposal Site
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Figure 6. Topography

Figure 7. Vegetation Cover

Map Legend

Map Legend

Proposal Site

Proposal Site
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Figure 8. - Site Context Photos - Location Plan

1

Photo looking west towards open fields bound by a mix of post and wire fences, or, trees and hedgerows with the Yorkshire Dales 
forming a backdrop to the view.

2
Photo looking south towards St. Giles Farm and the proposal site.

4

3

Proposal Site

5

1 2
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4
Photo looking north west towards commercial development located along Catterick Road.

5
Photo looking south east towards the proposal site. The public footpath is associated with the neighbouring residential area.

3
Photo looking west towards south along the track that leads to St. Giles Farm.
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5.1  natIonal cHaRacteR aRea

Natural England’s National Character Area (NCA) divide England into 159 distinct natural areas. Each is defined by a unique 
combination of landscape, biodiversity, geodiversity and cultural and economic activity. The proposal site area falls within National 
Character Area 22, Pennine Dales Fringe. 

The following text is extracted from the National Character Area assessment to understand the characteristics of the NCA and 
whether the character area descriptions are relevant in the context of the proposal site.

In some instances the text extracted from the various published character assessments is shortened or paraphrased for brevity, 
but the overall approach is to reproduce the assessment findings as part of the baseline for this report. Extracted text is in italic. 
The assessment conclusions and views are not necessarily those of the author of this report and where difference in assessment 
occurs, this will be noted and reported in the summary and conclusions.

5.0  exIstIng BaselIne: landscaPe cHaRacteR assessments

Figure 9.	Extract of NCA	22: Pennine Dales Fringe (Source: Natural England)

Proposal Site
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5.2 nca 22: PennIne dales fRInge 

The Pennine Dales Fringe (NCA) lies between the uplands of the Pennine to the west, and the Magnesian Limestone ridge and 
arable lowlands to the east. Almost 23 per cent of the area falls within the Nidderdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) 
and almost one per cent in the North Pennines AONB. The land has a varied topography of exposed upland moorland fringes 
and plateaux dropping to lower foothills, separated by major river valleys and incised by numerous minor tributary valleys. It is 
underlain by Yoredale rocks in the north (limestone, sandstone and mudstone) and Millstone Grit in the south. It is a transitional 
landscape between upland and lowland. Drystone walls are common in the west while hedges, often thick and tall with frequent 
hedgerow trees, are more prevalent at lower elevations in the east. Broad valleys, widening to the east, with their more fertile soils 
support arable crops, while steeper, higher land in the west supports predominantly livestock farming.

Broadleaved woodlands (many of them of ancient origin), coniferous and mixed plantations, and numerous small woods and 
hedgerow trees all contribute to the well-wooded character of the area. Hamlets, villages and small market towns are particularly 
distinctive, with strong visual unity, being built in local Millstone Grit Group and Yoredale Group stone in the west and Magnesian 
Limestone in the east.

The NCA provides a range of ecosystem services, particularly in relation to food provision, water availability, sense of history and 
recreation. Food is provided by livestock and mixed farms, many of which supply local markets through farm shops and local 
restaurants. There is good availability of water, from the area’s major rivers and reservoirs. Rich prehistoric and Roman archaeology, 
alongside many historic parklands with mature and often veteran trees, contribute to a strong sense of history. There are many 
high-quality recreation opportunities, particularly associates with historic parklands, country houses, quiet lanes, reservoirs and 
major rivers. The spa town of Harrogate is the largest settlement in the area and a popular tourist destination. There are a number 
of areas where there is high flood risk to residential areas, farmland and transport routes, and opportunities to mitigate this risk 
should be explored.

Sense of place/inspiration: 

The NCA is a transitional landscape that varies in topography and changes from a lowland to upland character from east to west. 
Despite this diversity, it has a strong sense of place afforded by the presence of green, rolling hills, many mature trees and small 
area of woodland, and many estates and country houses. It is a landscape of inspiring vistas, with those associated with some 
of the designed landscapes being good examples of the vistas favoured by the 18th-century transition from formal and informal 
landscaping.

Recreation: 

The area is very popular for recreation, particularly walking, cycling, fishing, canoeing and swimming. It present many high-quality 
opportunities for recreation associated with the quality of the natural environment, notably the river corridors, reervoirs, historic 
parklands and quiet lanes. Measures that could further improve its value for recreation includes work to improve water quality in 
the major rivers, measures to improve safety and manage traffic pressures on smaller roads and provision/ promotion of off-road 
routes for cycling and horse riding.

Key Characteristics:

• Side slopes of Pennine Dales uplands, predominantly sloping down to the east, but with locally varied topography   
 formed by several significant river valleys running from west to east, including the Wharfe, Washburn, Nidd, Ure, Swale  
 and the broad vale of the Tees.
• A transitional landscape between the Pennine uplands to the west and the low-lying fertile landscape of the Vale of York  
 to the east; mainly pastoral in the west, with rough grazing on the moorland edge, merging into mixed farming, with  
 arable on the lighter soils in the east.
• A well-wooded landscape, with woodland along valleys, may copses and plantations on the side slopes, and hedges with  
 hedgerow trees in the lower-lying arable areas.
• Several historic parklands, with woodlands and veteran trees
• Field boundaries of drystone walls on higher ground and hedges in lower areas
• A generally tranquil and rural area, with a distinctly ancient character in some parts, with several small, historic market 
 towns including Kirkby Malzeard, Middleham, Masham, Richmond and Barnard Castle, linked by a network of minor  
 roads.
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• Vernacular buildings predominantly built of Millstone Grit, mingling with Magnesian Limestone in the east, with roofs of  
 stone flags, Welsh slate and some pantiles, creating strong visual unity to rural settlements and farmsteads.
• Many rivers, including the Tees, Ure, Nidd and Wharfe, forming important landscape features along with their broad,  
 glacially widened valleys. Smaller rivers, such as the Burn, Laver, Kex Beck and the Skell flow through steep-sided valleys  
 following courses cut by glacial meltwaters.
• The well-wooded valley of the River Washburn has been dammed to create a series of reservoirs, and provides a popular  
 recreation destination for those living in the Leeds conurbation.
• Historically rich area with many parklands, abbeys and historic buildings, well visited by adjacent urban populations, as  
 well as medieval and Roman earthworks.

Statements of Environmental Opportunity

The National Landscape Character Profile for NCA 22 lists a number of landscape opportunities that may be relevant to the 
proposed development:

SEO 1: Protect and connect native broadleaved woodland, parkland and veteran trees to maximise their value for wildlife, flood risk 
alleviation, water quality, climate regulation, recreation, sense of place and sense of history.

SEO 3: Protect the area’s rich historic environment and geodiversity and manage development pressure to preserve tranquility, 
sense of place and sense of history, and to enhance recreational opportunities.

5.3 summaRy of nca 22 In tHe context of tHe PRoPosal sIte

The character of the study area is typical of the wider NCA description including the topography, vegetation, land use and 
settlement. The landscape of and surrounding the proposal site also exhibits some of the key characteristics described in 
the NCA 22 description including:

• Land which forms a transitional landscapeLand which forms a transitional landscape
• Uplands to the west and the low-lying arable areas to the east.
• Field boundaries formed by hedges with hedgerow trees

This landscape of the study area comprises lowland fields, linear tree belts and a river landscape which form part of a rich 
interconnected biological resource. Long distance views are possible from elevated ground to the north of the site which 
take in the side slopes of Pennine Dales uplands and the transitional arable landscape between which is interspersed with 
settlement. A sensitivity of Medium was assessed for NCA 22.
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5.4 RegIonal landscaPe cHaRacteR assessment

Figure 10. North Yorkshire and York Landscape Characterisation Project Map (Source: North Yorkshire County Council)
    Country Primary Landscape Unit: Farmed Upland and Valley Landscapes

				

Proposal Site

Proposal Site

Figure 11. Extract of North Yorkshire and York Landscape Characterisation Project Map (Source: North Yorkshire 
County Council) showing the proposal site located in County Landscape Character Type 13: Moors Fringe

Urban Landscapes
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Landscapes

Coastal	Landscapes
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NORTH YORKSHIRE AND YORK LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISATION PROJECT
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5.5  noRtH yoRksHIRe and yoRk landscaPe cHaRacteRIsatIon PRoject 

The North Yorkshire and York Landscape Characterisation Project was carried out in 2011 and aimed to create a foundation for 
strategic and long-term approaches to understanding the landscape within North Yorkshire and York.

The study divides the region’s landscape into 9 County Primary Landscape Units that are further divided into 39 County Landscape 
Character Types (LCT), each with their own distinct character. 

The landscape of the proposal site falls within the primary landscape unit farmed upland and valley landscapes (see figure 10) 
and within the character type Moors Fringe (see figure 11). The surrounding landscape to the proposal site included within the 
study area lies within the additional character types urban landscapes	and	River Floodplain (see figure 11).

5.6 MOORS FRINGE (LCT 13)

The study identifies several characteristics which are typical of this character type, many of which are found within the proposal 
site and study area.

Key	Characteristics:

• Gently sloping landscape which forms a transition between higher moors and fells to the west and the lower magnesian  
 limestone ridge to the east.
• Predominantly rural landscape with an associated relatively strong sense of tranquillity.
• A patchwork of arable and pastoral fields which are delineated by stone walls and hedgerow field boundaries.
• Dispersed settlement pattern of small villages and large farmsteads linked by a network of minor roads.
• Historic parklands and wooded estates enclosing a number of country houses are scattered throughout the landscape.
• A mosaic of habitats including moorland and acid grassland support a large number of wading bird species;
• Settlements generally display buildings which are predominantly constructed from local stone, resulting in strong visual  
 unity;
• Reservoirs are key landscape features in places.

Sensitivity	to	Change	Issues:

• High visual sensitivity as a result of strong intervisibility with adjacent higher and lower Landscape Character Types;
• Moderate ecological sensitivity overall as a result of the numerous small woodlands and hedgerows which provide key  
 habitats. These have, however, been depleted in places by agricultural improvement;
• High landscape and cultural sensitivity as a result of the predominantly intact pattern of hedgerows and drystone walls  
 at field boundaries, the patchwork of historic designed landscapes, predominantly rural character and relatively strong  
 sense of tranquillity.

5.7 URBAN LANDSCAPES (LCT 1)

The proposal site itself does not fall within this character type, but is located immediately adjacent to a residential area 
associated with Colburn which does fall within this landscape character type. The study identifies several characteristics which with Colburn which does fall within this landscape character type. The study identifies several characteristics which 
are typical of this character type and these are listed below:

Key	Characteristics:

• Contrasts in settlement size and pattern, encompassing a mixture of cities and principal towns;
• Settlements often contain a historic core which encompasses a pattern of historic buildings and streetscapes, displaying  
 a vernacular tradition of local building materials;
• Urban areas usually contain a patchwork of green spaces/corridors amongst the urban fabric, including parks,  
  encapsulated countryside and river corridors;
• Different ages of settlement are reflected by contrasting street patterns, densities and architectural styles, although   
 there is often homogeneity within different areas of townscape (for example, Victorian suburbs and post 1960’s   
 suburbs);
• The surrounding landscape provides a setting for the edges of each urban area, which is a determining factor in their  
 distinctiveness and sense of place.
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Sensitivity	to	Change	Issues:

• The visual sensitivity of urban landscapes varies in accordance with the underlying topography and visual screening   
 present at the edges of the urban area. In some cases, townscapes have harsh urban edges, with little visual screening,  
 whilst in others, buildings are screened and softened by a combination of hedges and trees.
• Many of the urban greenspaces within cities and towns, such as urban parks, river corridors and woodlands have 
 high ecological value and a have a function as part of the network of green ecosystems. These spaces and habitats are  
 sensitive to new residential, industrial or commercial developments which may result in changes in character or loss;
• The overall townscape sensitivity of different areas within towns and cities, varies in accordance with the number of  
 significant townscape qualities, including historic buildings and settlement pattern, distinctive architectural styles, leafy  
 streetscapes, notable landmark buildings and street pattern.

5.8 RIVER FLOODPLAIN (LCT 24)

Although the proposal site itself does not fall within this character type, the study area covers the landscape of the River Swale 
which falls within this character type and is located less than 1km north of the proposal site. The study identifies several keyThe study identifies several key 
characteristics which are typical of this character type and these are listed below:

Key	Characteristics:

• A series of flat, low lying, relatively narrow river corridors which flow through the different types of Vale Farmland 
• Landscape Character Types within the Study Area;
• The ‘Ings’ - flood meadows maintained by traditional hay making activities;
• Landscape pattern comprises a mixture of flood meadows, neutral grasslands and floodplain mires;
• Halls and manor houses are key landscape features;
• River engineering features such as Levees assert a human influence over the landscape;
• Power stations, pylons and former collieries are present in parts of this Landscape Character Type;
• The A1 (M) introduces a source of noise and visual intrusion in several places.

Sensitivity	to	Change	Issues:

• High visual sensitivity as a result of the predominantly open character and flat landform, which facilitates long distance  
 open views across the landscape and promotes strong intervisibility with adjacent Landscape Character Types;
• High ecological sensitivity as result of the patchwork of fen, flood meadows, floodplain mires, marsh and swamp, inland  
 bare ground and calcareous grassland habitats. Several of these habitats are designated as SSSI and Ramsar sites;
• High landscape and cultural sensitivity as a result of the presence numerous historic settlement sites, archaeological sites  
 and designed landscapes, coupled with a dynamic landscape pattern of narrow river corridors.

   H
5.9  RegIonal studIes In tHe context of tHe study aRea

The landscape of the study area exhibits key characteristics of all 3 character types described. The proposal site itself has 
key characteristics of the Moors Fringe character type but is additionally influenced by the neighbouring Urban Landscape 
character type. The key characteristics for each character type exhibited in the landscape of the proposal site and the study 
area are listed below:

PROPOSAL SITE AND STUDY AREA: MOORS FRINGE (LCT 13)
• A predominantly rural landscape, gently sloping, with a patchwork of arable and pastoral fields which are   
 delineated hedgerow field boundaries, with an associated relatively strong sense of tranquility.
• Historic parklands and wooded estates enclosing a number of country houses are scattered throughout the  
 landscape.
• Dispersed settlement pattern of large farmsteads and small villages display buildings which are    
 predominantly constructed from local stone and linked by a network of minor roads.
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   H
STUDY AREA: URBAN LANDSCAPE (LCT 1)
• Urban areas contain a patchwork of green spaces/corridors amongst the urban fabric, including parks,  
 encapsulated countryside and river corridors;
• Different ages of settlement are reflected by contrasting street patterns, densities and architectural styles.
• The surrounding landscape provides a setting for the edges of each urban area, which is a determining factor in  
 their distinctiveness and sense of place.

STUDY AREA: RIVER FLOODPLAIN (LCT 24)
• A series of flat, low lying, relatively narrow river corridors
• Landscape pattern comprises a mixture of flood meadows, neutral grasslands and floodplain mires;

The study area includes both urban and rural elements, the river floodplains of the River Swale and the wooded areas 
of Colburn Beck Wood, Ash House and Brough Hall which provide a number of the characteristics noted. The study area 
comprises gently sloping fields which are defined by discontinuous hedgerows interspersed with mature trees. Scattered 
estates and country houses are typically set within a well-wooded landscape. 

Although a proposed development would inevitably result in the loss of an area of open landscape, the development of 
the proposal site would not result in the loss of identified positive landscape features and landmarks within this character 
area. The development has the opportunity to reflect the local building materials, and, conserve and enhance traditional 
boundary features such as woodland and hedgerows/trees.

Much of the quality, condition and capacity for change appears to accept that development change and residential housing 
are part of the character of the area. 

With regard to the relative sensitivity of the wider landscape which includes the landscape of the North Yorkshire and York 
Landscape Characterisation Project, each character area includes Sensitivity to Change Issues and Guidance for Managing 
Change. An assessment of sensitivity for each Landscape Character Type has been developed through an understanding of 
the three different characters which the study area comprises. A sensitivity of High is assessed for LCT 24 - River Floodplain, 
a sensitivity of Medium-High is assessed for LCT 13 - Moors Fringe and a sensitivity of Low is assessed for LCT 1 - Urban 
Landscapes.

The descriptions and analysis are not dissimilar to those for the National Character Area and a overall broad assessment of 
Medium Sensitivity offers a balance between the landscapes of high tranquility and quality from those at the lower end of 
the scale.
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6.0  landscaPe aPPRaIsal

6.1 local landscaPe cHaRacteR aRea aPPRaIsal

The existing landscape character assessments available are detailed assessments of the wider area. A site specific character 
appraisal has been carried out by TPM Landscape as part of this assessment for the site and surrounding landscape as part of this 
appraisal, in order to understand the landscape character and the interface between these varying character areas around the 
proposal site. 

In terms of potential impacts to the landscape resource, the study area has been set through careful consideration of the visual 
envelope of the proposed development and the potential of the proposals to affect the landscape character types as previously 
described.

The Character Areas have been defined through a variety of characteristics and elements;

• Structure / Density / Scale
•	 Land	use	and	Landscape
• Geology / Topography
• Visual Amenity

Site visits and desktop research have informed this appraisal, with both built form and the natural environment considered. The 
assessment identified three local character areas (see Figure 12).

Character Area 1 - Urban Settlement

Character Area 2 - Lowland Farmland

Character Area 3 - River Floodplain

1

3

2

Proposal Site

Study Area

Figure 12: Local Character Appraisal (Map Source: Bing Maps)
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Figure 13 Extract. Character Area 1

6.2 cHaRacteR aRea 1 - uRBan settlement

Settlement/Layout and Scale: The town of Colburn is a small 
settlement set in a cluster with Hipswell and Catterick Garrison 
linked by Catterick Road. Colburn sits on higher ground within an 
area of farmland where fields are delineated by discontinuous 
hedgerows and mature trees. Housing is predominantly modern.

Designation: No national landscape designation. 

Resource: A bridleway 20.15/10/1 runs connects to Catterick Road 
in two places following the southern edge of the character area 
before turning at a right angle to head south and connecting to 
the wider footpath network.

landform and topography: 80-90m AOD. Settlement located 
along higher landscape and ridge line. 

Remoteness and Tranquillity: A developed and peopled landscape 
at the interface with the countryside setting. Loss of tranquillity 
and sense of remoteness due to traffic and low activity urban 
environment. 

Quality and Value: Ordinary Quality, Low Value. 

Sensitivity: Low Landscape Sensitivity. 

Photo 1. Looking west along Catterick Road 

Photo 2. Looking towards Colburn’s eastern edge

Character Area 1 - Urban Settlement1
Proposal Site

Study Area

1

2
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6.3 cHaRacteR aRea 2 - lowland faRmland

layout and scale: Varying scale, irregular and rectangular fields, 
generally arable but some pastoral. Discontinuous hedgerows 
with mature trees or post and wire fencing forms the boundaries 
to fields. Linear woodland belts stretch across areas of the 
farmland forming boundaries.

Designation: No national landscape designation.

Resource: A network of public footpaths run through the study 
area, although none pass through the proposal site directly.

landform and topography: Gently sloping between 60-110m 
AOD. Settlement located along higher landscape. Steep ridges 
occur where farmland is deeply cut by the River Swale.

Remoteness and Tranquillity: Proximity to settlement and roads 
reduces sense of remoteness and tranquillity. 

Quality and Value: Good-Ordinary Quality, Moderate Value. The 
landscape is a local resource for the surrounding communities 
with a network of public footpaths and access to the countryside.

Sensitivity: Medium-High Landscape Sensitivity. 

Figure 14 Extract. Character Area 2

Proposal Site

Study Area
Character Area 2 - Lowland Farmland2

Photo 3. Looking west from the track between St. Giles farm 
and Catterick Road

Photo 4. Looking west from Bridleway 20.10/2/1 towards the 
gently sloping landform

3

4
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6.4 cHaRacteR aRea 3 - RIveR floodPlaIn

Settlement/Layout and Scale: The River Swale carves through 
low-lying floodplains and is enclosed by linear tree belts. 

Designation: No national landscape designation. 

Resource: Public Footpath (Ref 20.9/7/1) runs along the northern 
bank of the River Swale in Brompton-on-Swale.

landform and topography: 50-70m AOD. Steep ridges occur at 
the edge of the River Swale’s floodplains.

Remoteness and Tranquillity: Proximity to settlement and roads 
reduces sense of remoteness and tranquillity. 

Quality and Value: Good Quality, Good Value. The landscape is a 
local resource for the surrounding communities with a network of 
public footpaths and access to the countryside.

Sensitivity: High Landscape Sensitivity. 

Figure 15 Extract. Character Area 3

Proposal Site

Study Area
Character Area 3 - River Floodplain3
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6.5 landscaPe sensItIvIty

	 The	extent	to	which	a	landscape	can	accept	change	of	a	particular	type	and	scale	without	unacceptable		
	 adverse	effects	on	its	character.

Having assessed the local landscape character and the broader landscape some conclusions can be drawn as to the relative sensitivity 
of the identified character areas to change within the study area, and their potential capacity to accommodate development such 
as that proposed at the proposal site.

The sensitivity of the study area in the context of the wider landscape and NCA 22 is assessed as Medium. The sensitivity of the 
study area in the context of the regional landscape and the North Yorkshire and York Landscape Characterisation Project varies and 
is assessed as follows:

Urban Landscapes (LCT 1) - Low Sensitivity
Moors Fringe (LCT 13) - Medium-High Sensitivity
River Floodplain (LCT 24) - High Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the study area as part of the local landscape is assessed as follows:

Urban Settlement (LCA 1) - Low Sensitivity
Lowland Farmland (LCA 2) - Medium-High Sensitivity
River Floodplain (LCA 3) - High Sensitivity

Generally it is considered that the sensitivity of the landscape within the proposal site would be higher in line with the published 
landscape character assessments should it not be heavily influenced by the immediately adjacent character type.

The landscape of the proposal site is located adjacent to existing residential development. The fields are predominantly enclosed 
by hedgerows and mature hedgerow trees which is typical of the wider landscape assessments. The field is open in nature and falls 
eastwards with the topography. The field has characteristics of the lowland farmland.

The existing residential properties bordering the proposal site are set within gardens and set back from the highway. Typically 
properties are detached.

The wider landscape is intimate in scale with enclosure by vegetation and landform, with more open views from higher ground 
looking west.

6.6  landscaPe effects - natIonal and RegIonal landscaPes

The effect on the landscape of the NCA 22 is assessed as Negligible. The effects on the three regional Landscape Character Types 
are	assessed	as	Negligible for Urban Landscapes (LCT 1) and River Floodplain (LCT 24), and, Low for Moors Fringe (LCT 13). This 
is due to the proportional size of the study area in relation to the size of the National Character Area and regional Landscape 
Character Types.

6.7 cHange and landscaPe effects to local landscaPe cHaRacteR aReas

	 Change	in	elements,	characteristics,	character	and	qualities	of	the	landscape	as	a	result	of	development.
	 	 	
The proposed development will have an effect on the areas identified as Lowland Farmland as this would have a direct physical 
change over this local character area and the proposal site itself. For the other character areas any change to the landscape will be 
indirect through changes to views or visual amenity and, although this is considered as part of the potential landscape effects it 
necessarily carries less weight than a direct change to land use or form or the loss of landscape features or elements.

Character Area  1: Urban Settlement
The proposed development will not result in the loss of any part of this landscape. The proposed development site is adjacent to 
the eastern edge of the existing settlement and will inevitably become part of this character area once developed. No direct change 
will effect the existing settlement, however, the visual amenity to views from adjacent residential properties will be affected. The 
change to this LCA is assessed as Negligible.
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6.8 landscaPe cHaRacteR mItIgatIon

Certain direct interventions and/or management techniques can be employed to assist in reducing the proposed impact on the 
landscape and integrating the development into an urban context. The following mitigation measures would be expected to further 
reduce these impacts on the proposal site and the wider landscape and meet the objectives in the National and Regional landscape 
character assessments: 

•  Retain the existing trees and hedgerows which surround the proposal site for wildlife value and to retain a sense of   
 place and history. Arrange layouts around the retention of these boundaries and incorporate POS areas to support   
 their retention.

• Ensure that good provision is made within the layout to enable a strong green infrastructure to surround developable  
 areas within the site and through POS, new tree and woodland planting for the long term appearance of the site to   
 match that of the existing character of settlement within a wooded landscape and provide visual screening to   
 the edges of the urban area.

• Create recreational opportunities within the site including cycling and walking trails/loops and play areas which link to  
 the existing residential area. Create new SUDs as part of the drainage strategy.

•  Ensure that any potential new development varies in accordance with the natural topography to provide an integrated  
 development and seek to develop a hierarchy of spaces and character for the proposed residential development areas 
 through use of local materials, architectural style, variation in density to integrate with the landscape. Use of feature  
 buildings at junctions and nodal points at transition areas.

Character Area  2: Lowland Farmland
The proposed development will directly affect the character of this area with a small but noticeable effect over its visual amenity 
due to a loss of open land. Access will be improved via a looping footpath link. Following mitigation measures as described in 
Section 8.0 it is considered that the impact on this landscape character area will be reduced as the proposed development becomes 
assimilated in the landscape through the provision of screening and other landscape planting which will develop over time to 
reduce visual impacts. Retention of the existing vegetation structure will also minimise the effects of the proposals and form a 
landscape structure within the proposals can be set. The change is assessed as Low. 

Character Area  3: River Floodplain
Although within the study area, the proposed development site will not directly affect the character of this area and will therefore 
result	in	a	Negligible change to the River Floodplain character area.

Summary of Change and Landscape Effects:
It is considered that the topography  of the landscape, local vegetation and proximity to an existing settlement pattern indicates that 
the proposal site has some capacity to accommodate new development without significant impacts on the important landscape 
characteristics.

For the proposal site itself there will be a High change where the development will change the character and quality of the 
landscape. The development of the proposal site would result in the need for the construction of built form, circulation roads, 
new service connections, and new landscape. The retention of key landscape features including trees and hedgerows would result 
in only a small impact on these positive character elements and additional planting and habitat creation will offer landscape 
enhancement. However following mitigation through sensitive design it is considered that the proposed development can integrate 
into landscape and create a new edge of settlement which will become a normal part of the edge of settlement character. 

There will be a small change to the visual amenity of the adjacent landscape area (in particular during the construction period) 
which will have a bearing on how the Lowland Farmland is perceived locally. Following completion of the scheme and the 
landscape mitigation it is considered that the development would be assimilated into the landscape and the change would be Low 
to Negligible.
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table 1 - summaRy of landscaPe effects
landscape 
Receptor 

character 
area

Hierarchy of 
Importance

Sensitivity change to 
landscape 
(Impact)

Landscape Effect Landscape Effect
Year 1 pre-mitigation Year 15 with mitigation

Wider Landscape 
Character Effects

NCA 22 National Medium Negligible Negligible None

LCT 1 Regional Low Negligible Negligible None

LCT 13 Regional Medium-
High

Low Slight-Moderate Slight

LCT 24 Regional High Negligible Negligible None

Local	Landscape	
Character Effects

LCA	1 Local Low Negligible Negligible None

LCA 2 Local Medium-
High

Low Slight-Moderate Slight

LCA 3 Local High Negligible Negligible None

6.8 summaRy assessment of landscaPe effects

The following assessment has been made with the assumption that the proposed layout is similar to the illustrative layout in Figure 
4 and adopts the mitigation measures described in Figure 17. Table 1 illustrates the assessment criteria to determine landscape 
effects and whether the receptor is at a local, regional or national importance. There are no landscape receptors assessed as 
experiencing significant effects after mitigation.

The Wider Landscape

The wider landscape has been considered through various landscape character assessments, including Natural England’s National 
Landscape Character Area and through published work on the North Yorkshire and York Landscape Characterisation Project. The 
landscape descriptions share common characteristics and the overall picture of a varied landscape with both settlement, farmland 
and floodplains but with a strong, identifiable structure that is in part reliant on its predominantly rural location adjacent to deep-
cutting rivers, the rising topography to the western Yorkshire Dales and the eastern North York Moors. The low-lying farmland and 
the wooded nature of the landscape lends a distinctive visual characteristic to all the areas.

the local landscape

The local landscape has important assets in the form of trees and hedgerows, which the development proposals will retain and 
enhance with native species.  There will also be a new footpath connection providing access to the site and linking the existing 
footpath associated with the adjacent residential area with the new development. 

Although there will be a direct change from open land to residential settlement for the first few years and the change will be 
adverse during construction; the landscaping within the site will mature and the development will become an integrated part of 
the local landscape. The proposals will retain the key elements that are noted as important such as trees and hedgerows. 

Views over this landscape will also be retained with only moderate changes to views and a keeping with the character of the area 
that includes residential housing with periphery planting such as hedgerows and trees. There will be some visual change for a small 
number of residential properties that border the site, however, this would be common to all development of this sort and can be 
mitigated to some degree through new planting.

Whilst the study area is of Ordinary to Good Quality and of Medium-High Sensitivity, it does not make a special contribution to 
the setting generally.  The change to the local landscape character is assessed as Low to Negligible which will be adverse in the 
short term, which will reduce to a Slight Effect and become neutral as the development becomes an integrated part of the existing 
settlement.
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7.0  vIsual aPPRaIsal

Figure 16. Viewpoint / Receptor Location Plan
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Please refer to Appendix 1.0 for Visual Receptor Figures
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Proposal Site

Study Area
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7.1 vIsual aPPRaIsal - RecePtoRs

Viewpoints have been selected from various locations and possible vantage points identified through site visits and analysis. Views 
for the appraisal have been chosen to be both representative of the range of differing receptors (public, community, residents and 
visitors) within the study areas and of the visual amenity available at points north, south, east and west of the proposal site.

7.2 vIsual sensItIvIty

The sensitivity of each receptor is considered as part of the appraisal, with views from the principle rooms of residential properties 
and those from footpaths when the site forms a prominent part of the experience being described as having High Sensitivity. 
Residential with secondary rooms, together with people engaged in outdoor recreation where the focus is not on the landscape or 
view are described as having Medium Sensitivity. Low Sensitivity receptors are typically those where the experience of the view is 
not of great importance such as people at their place of work and journeys through a landscape within cars, trains or other forms 
of transport (transient) when the view is not considered part of the experience. The viewpoints have then been categorised into 
the type of receptors and views selected which are representative of a typical view of that type of receptor. A selected view may 
be representative of more than one receptor type (e.g. residential property and public footpath). The viewpoints have then been 
categorised into the type of receptors and views selected which are representative of a typical view of that type of receptor.

Residential Receptors:

Three representative residential receptors have been identified and assessed:

Representative View  1:	 Residential Receptor 
   View from residential property Churchill Drive (property to the west of the proposal site)  
   Medium Sensitivity

Representative View  2:	 Pedestrian Receptor 
   View from residential properties on Cookson Way
   Medium - High Sensitivity
	 	
Representative View  7:	 Pedestrian Receptor 	
   View from St. Giles Farm (property north of the site)
   Medium Sensitivity

The residential receptors are typically located on roads and tracks that surround the proposal site. The existing settlement off 
Cookson Way is adjacent to the proposal site in the west. There is an isolated farmsteads; St.Giles Farm (to the north) which is 
approximately 0.6km north of the proposal site. Residential properties located along Cookson Way and the eastern side of Churchill 
Drive have open views across the proposal site. Views are slightly filtered by intervening vegetation.

Pedestrian Receptors - Public Footpaths and Bridleways: 

Four pedestrian receptors have been identified and assessed:

Representative View  1:	 Pedestrian Receptor 
   Pedestrians using the public footpath on the edge of the adjacent residential area
   Medium Sensitivity

Representative View  4:	 Pedestrian Receptor
   Pedestrians using the bridleway which terminates on Catterick Road (south of the site)  
   High Sensitivity

Representative View  5:	 Pedestrian Receptor
   Pedestrians using a PROW that runs through the grounds of an equestrian centre
   High Sensitivity
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Representative View  8:	 Pedestrian Receptor
   Pedestrians using the public footpath north west of St. Giles farm
   High Sensitivity

The proposal site has a local footpath running adjacent to the western edge, the route follows a meandering north to south 
orientation and views are generally open due to gaps in the hedgerow vegetation. Two bridleways and a PROW are located south of 
the site; bridleway (20.10/9/1) is heavily enclosed by vegetation and terminates at Catterick Road where views are possible towards 
the site, PROW (20.10/5/1) has views towards the site from the edge of a small hamlet and church that includes a equestrian 
centre, where the landscape is parkland surrounded by mature trees set in a wider pastoral landscape and the proposal site can 
be seen through several field boundaries of hedgerow and trees; bridleway (20.10/2/1) has views of the open countryside and the 
Swale Valley (the topography prevents views towards the proposal site).

travel Receptors:

Three representative travel receptors have been identified and assessed:

Representative View 2: Vehicle Receptor 
   Vehicle users travelling north along Cookson Way
   Low Sensitivity

Representative View 3:	 Vehicle Receptor
   Vehicle users travelling west on the approach into Colburn
   Low Sensitivity

Representative View 6:	 Vehicle Receptor
   Vehicle users travelling north along the access track to St. Giles farm
   Low Sensitivity

The proposal site and surrounding fields have roads/ access tracks on 3 sides where vehicle receptors may experience views to the 
proposal site. The roads are typically enclosed by hedgerow vegetation that filters views. The proposal site is at 90 degrees to the 
road route, therefore not directly ahead and forming the view for the driver.

7.3 vIsual QualIty

	 The	value	of	a	particular	area	or	view	in	terms	of	what	is	seen.
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
The quality of the views of the surrounding landscape are assessed as moderate, with the exception View 3 from Catterick Road 
which is assessed as Ordinary quality. Views are typically attractive with few detracting features. Settlement within the views is a 
common feature both on lower, higher and sloping ground.

7.4 vIsual sensItIvIty summaRy

There are a number of High Sensitivity pedestrian receptors along public footpaths which surround the proposal site. However, the 
routes are not located directly adjacent to the site and many of the views are contained or filtered by boundary vegetation. 

Generally, views from lowland public footpaths are adjacent to linear tree belts resulting in views being restricted and contained 
accordingly. The only possibility of views towards the site are from where footpaths terminate at main vehicular routes. It is only on 
elevated ground and north of Catterick Road where panoramic views are possible towards the site, although these are also filtered 
by vegetation which runs along the northern edge of the proposal site. Views from the northern and most elevated footpath are 
contained by the local topography.

Views that are representative of upper floor windows which have the possibility to be affected is recognised. These are assessed 
as having Moderate Sensitivity due to the views from principle rooms and garden areas not being affected. 

A residential road borders the site on the western edge and a single field is located between the proposal site and the main route 
through Colburn, Catterick Road (A16136). Views from travelling vehicles are transient, the orientation and focus of the driver is 
not focused to the proposal site and views are largely filtered by boundary vegetation and therefore assessed as Low to Medium 
Sensitivity.
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7.5 cHange and vIsual effects

Eight representative viewpoints were assessed with further description of the assessed change in Appendix 1. A summary of the 
considered change for all receptors is below:

Representative View 1: Residential / Pedestrian Receptor
   Residential High Change / Footpath High Change

Representative View 2: Residential / Vehicle Receptor
   Residential High Change / Vehicle High Change

Representative View 3: Vehicle Receptor
   Medium Change

Representative View 4: Pedestrian Receptor
   Low Change

Representative View 5: Pedestrian Receptor
   Low Change

Representative View 6: Vehicle Receptor
   Low to Medium Change

Representative View 7: Residential Receptor
   Low to Medium Change

Representative View 8: Pedestrian Receptor
   Negligible Change

7.6 assessment of vIsual effects

The following assessment has been made with the assumption that the proposed layout is similar to the illustrative layout in Figure 
1 and adopts the mitigation measures described in Figure 17.  Table 2 illustrates the assessment criteria to determine visual effects 
and whether the receptor is at a local, regional or national importance.		

Residential Receptors

Three representative residential receptors have been identified and assessed. Of these, only residential properties which are 
directly adjacent to the proposed development will experience a High Change, and for the most part, the existing views are already 
filtered by edge of garden vegetation and hedgerow vegetation. There are some residential properties which have a main living 
area directly facing over the proposal area but most are filtered by garden vegetation and boundary vegetation to the proposal 
site. 

The proposed development will have a High Change for properties directly opposite the proposal site, however these properties are 
set back from the main access route, and generally have high vegetation which substantially restricts views across the development 
area from main living areas, although the development will be readily visible approaching and leaving the properties.  

All other residential receptors are located at some distance from the proposal site, and any views will be restricted to a small 
portion of the view, and be viewed against the backdrop of the existing settlement. By containing the proposed development to the 
northern part of the site and incorporating a substantial buffer zone area along the boundary of the development area it is unlikely 
that after planting matures that the proposed development would be easily separated within the landscape context.
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table 2 - summaRy of vIsual effects
View Hierarchy of Importance Sensitivity Change to view 

(Impact)
Visual Effect Visual Effect
Year 1 pre-mitigation Year 15 with mitigation

1 Local Residential - Medium
Pedestrian - Medium

High
High

Moderate - Substantial
Moderate - Substantial

Moderate
Moderate

2 Local Residential - Med - High
Vehicle - Low

High 
High

Moderate - Substantial
Moderate

Moderate
Slight-Moderate

3 Local Vehicle - Low Medium Slight-Moderate Slight
4 Local Pedestrian - High Low Moderate Slight-Moderate
5 Local Pedestrian - High Low Moderate Slight-Moderate
6 Local Vehicle - Low Low - Medium Slight-Moderate Slight
7 Local Residential - Medium Low - Medium Slight-Moderate Slight
8 Local Pedestrian - High Negligible Negligible None

Pedestrian Receptors

Four representative pedestrian receptors have been identified and assessed. Of these, only the footpath which runs adjacent 
to the western edge of the site will experience a High Change.  It is proposed to maintain the footpath connection, and create 
a dedicated route through the site, and whilst there will be a change to the nature of the experience of the footpath for a short 
section, the existing footpath is already accessed off Cookson Way, and the change will become a normal part of the experience as 
the development becomes a part of the existing settlement.

There are no other high changes to users of the public footpath network, as views are, for the most part, contained by topography 
and trees and hedgerow, or existing settlement. 

Vehicle Receptors

Three representative travel receptors have been identified and assessed. Only vehicle users along Cookson Way will experience a 
Medium-High Change, as the roads are directly adjacent to the proposal site, however, these views are currently filtered by tall 
fencing and some boundary vegetation. The proposal site will be readily visible for a small part of Catterick Road and the access 
track to St. Giles farm, however this is in the context of the existing settlement in which the change will not be incongruous and 
once mitigation planting has established the development will become assimilated in the landscape. 

8.1   mItIgatIon of vIsual effects

The following measures are recommended for inclusion within the design and layout of the proposal site to minimise and reduce 
the identified visual effects:

1 Retain the existing linear tree belts, hedgerows and hedgerow trees that surround the proposal site and currently   
 form the boundary to the field. Arrange the layout around the retention of these boundaries and allow POS areas to  
 support their retention;

2 Boundary planting and layout offsets to all boundaries to allow for screen planting to reduce visual effects;

3 A strategy of linear tree belt retention and new tree planting throughout the proposed development to provide a   
 structure for the proposed development to sit within.
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8.0  mItIgatIon
8.1   mItIgatIon PRoPosals

The visual impacts identified are associated with views of the proposed residential development from both near and mid distance 
views.  Comprehensive landscape proposals will form an integral part of a more detailed layout and subsequent reserved matters 
application. However to provide mitigation for identified landscape and visual impacts, a Landscape Framework Plan has been 
prepared. The existing landscape boundaries (existing built form and hedgerows / hedgerow trees) would provide clear edges to 
the development which could also be strengthened and enhanced to maintain the semi-rural character of the land. 

The Landscape Framework Plan seeks to mitigate the impacts and ensure the development addresses both landscape and visual 
impacts by the following methods: 

1 Conserve and enhance vegetation, protect and link hedgerows and habitats (in line with the North Yorkshire and York  
 Landscape Characterisation objectives for Moors Fringe). Retain the existing linear wooded belts, trees and hedgerowsRetain the existing linear wooded belts, trees and hedgerows  
 which surround the proposal site for wildlife value and to retain a sense of place and history. Arrange layouts around the  
 retention of these boundaries and incorporate POS areas to support their retention.

2 Encourage the use of local building materials, in particular gritstone, and a built form which respects the simple   
 architecture of farmsteads and cottages and reflects the characteristic settlement pattern of small villages, linked by  
 minor roads. (in line with the North Yorkshire and York Landscape Characterisation objectives for Moors Fringe).

3 Ensure that any potential new development varies in accordance with the natural topography to provide an integrated  
 development and offset the developable area to all boundaries. Seek to develop a hierarchy of spaces and character  
 for the proposed residential development areas through use of local materials, architectural style, variation in density to  
 integrate with the landscape. Use of nodal points at transition areas.

4 Ensure that good provision is made within the layout to enable a strong green infrastructure to surround developable  
 areas within the site and through POS, new tree and woodland planting for the long term appearance of the site to   
 match that of the existing character of settlement and provide screen planting to the edges of the urban area   
 and reduce visual effects.

5 Create recreational opportunities within the site including cycling and walking trails/loops and play areas which link to  
 the existing residential area. Create new SUDs areas as part of the drainage strategy.
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Figure 17. Landscape Framework Plan
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9.0  summaRy & conclusIon
9.1 landscaPe ResouRce summaRy

The landscape and visual appraisal has been assessed and concluded from desk top based research, site visits and in consideration 
of the most recent national and local character assessment guidelines.  The following summary has been made with the assumption 
that the proposed layout is similar to the illustrative layout in Figure 4 and adopts the mitigation measures described in Figure 17. 
The proposal site is not subject to any statutory designations.

Wider Landscape Character

The wider landscape is described at national level through National Character Areas and at a regional level within the North 
Yorkshire and York Landscape Characterisation Project. The study area is made up of three regional Landscape Character Types. 
All of these character types and areas demonstrate a varied mix of features, elements and characteristics, some of which are 
represented within the study area.

The study area sits within the broader landscape of the Pennine Dales Fringe National Character Area (22). The landscape change will 
be confined to a very small proportion of this NCA and therefore assessed as Negligible. The proposals are likely to have negligible 
effects on the wider landscape due to them being well-contained and positioned on the edge of an existing urban settlement. The 
proposal site exhibits boundary hedges which are a key characteristic of the NCA and will be retained and strengthened as part of 
the scheme.

Three regional Landscape Character Types were identified within the study area; LCT 1 Urban Landscapes, LCT 13 Moors Fringe 
and LCT 24 River Floodplain. LCT 13 Moors Fringe is assessed as having a Medium to High sensitivity. The proposals sit within this 
character area and will inevitably have some localised, initial effects on it. However, the proposals will not be incongruous on 
the edge of an urban settlement. The change is assessed as Low due to the proportional size of the proposal site in relation to 
the overall regional Landscape Character Type. The landscape effects would be Slight-Moderate, reducing to slight after 15 years 
following establishment of mitigation planting.

Two other regional Landscape Character Types identified within the study area are; LCT 1 Urban Landscapes assessed as having 
Low Sensitivity and LCT 24 River Floodplain assessed as having High Sensitivity. The proposal site is well-contained by topography 
from the Swale Valley and River Floodplain character type and therefore the change is assessed as Negligible. The proposal site 
abuts the neighbouring Urban Landscapes character type (LCT 1) and will inevitably become part of it. This change to the landscape 
is assessed as Negligible. The Urban Landscapes character type (LCT 1) makes up the western edge of the study area and sits within 
a broader landscape of towns and villages. The landscape effects are therefore assessed as Negligible for both LCT 1 and LCT 24 as 
they are not directly or adversely affected by the development proposals.

local landscape character

Three local character areas were identified within the study area, based on visiting the site and the findings of the North Yorkshire 
and York Landscape Characterisation Project. These include LCA 1 Urban Settlement, LCA 2 Lowland Farmland and LCA 3 River 
Floodplain. LCA 2 Lowland Farmland was assessed as having a medium to high sensitivity and of ordinary to good landscape value. 
The proposals sit within this character area and would therefore have a direct effect on it, however, due to neighbouring settlement 
the change was assessed as Low. The landscape effects would be slight-moderate, reducing to slight after 15 years.

Two other character areas were identified; LCA 1 Urban Settlement and LCA 3 River Floodplain; both which fall within the study 
area. LCA 1 Urban Settlement has a low sensitivity and LCA 3 River Floodplain has a high sensitivity due to the nature of the 
landscape, however, change is assessed as Negligible as these areas are not directly affected by the proposal site and therefore the 
landscape effects are assessed as Negligible.

In summary, the initial overall landscape effects are assessed as Slight-Moderate to Negligible which will reduce to Slight-None 
following mitigation. The retention and enhancement of features which are identified as important within the character assessment 
will be integrated within the development to ensure that these key characteristics are retained, including the mature vegetation 
and hedgerows. The change will not be incongruous in the location and setting at the edge of settlement, and will provide a 
visual understanding of the local land pattern through the careful arrangement of the proposed layout and proposed mitigation. 
Mitigation planting will assimilate the development into the landscape and contribute to the landscape character that surrounds 
the eastern aspect of Colburn.
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9.2 vIsual ResouRce summaRy

The proposed development has been considered from eight representative viewpoint locations. The study area is contained to 
0.5km for near distance views, however views were also considered from footpaths and residential properties up to 2km away 
where they are located on elevated ground and the proposal site would form a notable part of the view.  The edge of settlement 
location, and the undulating nature of the topography restricts the visual envelope to the north, west and south-west direction, 
and views are generally filtered by layers of field trees, wooded copses and hedgerows.

Mid to Long Distance Views

The proposal site is well contained locally, sitting within a field system that is almost entirely surrounded by mature hedgerows 
and trees. Mid to long distance views are possible from the north-east at the edge of St. Giles farm and from the south-east across 
Catterick Road (A6136). The northern viewpoint offers an elevated view across a much wider panoramic which is filtered by layers 
of field trees and hedgerows whereas the southern viewpoint is from a lower view which is filtered by patches of vegetation and 
intruded upon by the main road which passes in the foreground.

Residential Properties

There is an existing edge of settlement residential area to the west with views into the proposal site which are filtered by vegetation 
and tall fences/walls. A farm site on elevated ground to the north-east with a view of the proposal site within a wider panoramic. 
Layers of field trees and hedgerows filter the views to the proposal site and the existing residential area on the edge of a settlement 
which forms a backdrop to the view. Through the retention of existing vegetation to the site boundaries, the proposal site will be 
similarly viewed , with new planting to strengthen the landscape and boundary vegetation. Locations close to the proposals will 
experience large change which mitigation planting and layout will have an influence on in reducing these effects. Away from the 
immediate site boundaries, the impact over residential properties are very low with few receptors affected to any degree.

footpaths users

No footpaths cross the proposal site but a number run through the study area. The path routes run to the north and south of 
the site connecting Colburn to a wider network of footpaths. Other pedestrian routes immediately adjacent to the site were also 
assessed and considered as medium-high sensitivity due to views experienced out to the proposal site. Boundary planting and a 
landscaped corridor that incorporates the existing local path route will help to reduce effects and integrate the proposals.

Vehicle Users

Receptors travelling by road travel alongside the proposal site along Cookson Way and nearby to the parameters of the proposal 
site along the access track to St. Giles Farm and Catterick Road (offering connections to the wider area) with few other routes 
throughout the study area. Visual effects are intermittent as gaps in field boundaries do not currently provide dense vegetation 
and screening. Mitigation planting will further restrict views into the proposal site.

Mitigation Measures

Following mitigation measures the expected visual effects will reduce with many of the views being unaffected. All of the available 
views of the proposed development are from within 1-2km of the application site and all of the identified impacts are local in 
nature with minimal potential to affect the wider appreciation of the surrounding countryside. The development proposals will 
be visible from adjacent pedestrian and residential areas, but through good design, the retention of existing vegetation and the 
development of a strong landscape framework, the change will be appear set within an established landscape setting that is 
accessible to the local community.
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aPPendIx 1.0

vIsual aPPRaIsal: RePResentatIve vIewPoInts



Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown copyright 2013. All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673

Client: 

Project: Colburn

Description of View The view is taken from the edge of a housing 
estate from a local footpath. The proposal 
site borders the housing and views from 
properties, particularly upper floor views 
will be possible for some. Open views across 
the proposal site are possible from the local 
footpath.

Change to View Development will be visible in the majority 
of view and will remove the openess of the 
current position and to a limited amount 
views to more distant locations. The change 
would not be incongruous and could expect 
to become part of the existing urban 
experience.

Representative Viewpoint VP1
Visual Receptor Residential and footpath

Location N- 987
E- 210
Looking east

Receptor description Users of local footpath and views from 
residential properties 

View and orientation 180° panoramic view 
View elevation 89.2m
Proximity to proposals 0m
Value and Quality of View Moderate 
Extent of Visibility The proposals will be visible in 60-70% of 

view

Value of view Moderate
Susceptibility of receptor Medium
Sensitivity of receptor Medium
Magnitude of Change High
Hierarchy of receptor Local
Summary - Visual Effects
Moderate - Substantial. The magnitude of change will be high 
but will affect only local footpath connections and upper floor 
residential views. The nature of the change could expect to 
shift to neutral on becoming part of the existing urban form.
Mitigation

Screening to boundaries and the provision of a landscape 
buffer to incorporate the existing path routes would assist in 
reducing the visual impact of development.

Figure: 1.1 Viewpoint 1 (VP1)
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Client: 

Project: Colburn

Description of View The view is from a local footpath route 
and from boundary properties where 
predominantly upper floor windows 
overlook the site. Some views from 
the local road and forward facing 
properties is also possible.

Change to View The proposed development will 
be widely visible for a number of 
receptors and the change will be 
large with views over open coun 
tryside lost to urban development.

Representative Viewpoint VP2
Visual Receptor Vehicle and residential

Location N- 986
E- 216
Looking north

Receptor description Representative of views from properties 
and local footpath     

View and orientation 180
View elevation 180° panoramic view
Proximity to proposals 0m
Value and Quality of View Moderate
Extent of Visibility The proposals will be visible in 60-80% of the 

view

Value of view Moderate
Susceptibility of receptor Medium
Sensitivity of receptor Medium-High
Magnitude of Change High
Hierarchy of receptor Local
Summary - Visual Effects
Moderate-Substantial - The nature of the change will not be 
incongruous and could be expected to become neutral in nature over 
time as the proposals integrate into the existing urban form.

Mitigation

Boundary planting and a landscaped corridor that incorporates the 
existing local path route will help reduce effects and integrate the 
proposals.

Figure: 1.2 Viewpoint 2 (VP2)
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Client: 

Project: Colburn

Figure: 1.3 Viewpoint 3 (VP3)

Description of View The view is across open fields 
towards the proposal site with 
some boundary vegetation, 
particularly large, mature trees, 
between the viewer and the site. 
This is principally a view from 
moving vehicles on the approach to 
Catterick but a pedestrian footway 
also exists

Change to View Housing development is visible in the 
view but the proposals would bring 
this further forward. The change 
would not be incongruous as visible 
settlement is already present, but 
a small-medium change would be 
expected. 

Representative Viewpoint VP3
Visual Receptor Vehicle 

Location N- 984
E- 214
Looking north

Receptor description Representative of views from opposite the 
proposal site from the Catterick Road

View and orientation Wide views possible across open 
countryside

View elevation 86.7
Proximity to proposals 0.25km
Value and Quality of View Ordinary
Extent of Visibility Proposals will be visible in part of the view

Value of view Ordinary

Susceptibility of receptor Low or medium
Sensitivity of receptor Low or medium
Magnitude of Change medium
Hierarchy of receptor Local
Summary - Visual Effects
Slight - Vehicle users will experience some change but this will be 
transient and against a backdrop of existing housing 
Moderate - Pedestrian users will experience change with housing 
extending from the existing settlement edge
Mitigation

The retention of existing trees and hedgerow and the development of a 
landscape buffer at boundaries would screen and soften impacts
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Client: 

Project: Colburn

Description of View The view is from the end of a bridleway which 
terminates on the Catterick Road. The route is 
heavily enclosed within hedgerow and trees with 
views towards the site only possible at the very end 
of this route. 

Change to View The change to the view for the route as a whole 
will be very small and limited to the end of the path 
where the change is between medium and high as 
housing will noticeable extend from the existing 
settlement edge to the east.

Representative Viewpoint VP4
Visual Receptor pedestrian/bridleway

Location N- 982
E- 214
Looking north

Receptor description Representative views of from the end of a 
local bridleway

View and orientation Constricted view from end of route
View elevation 98.5
Proximity to proposals Adjacent to site boundary
Value and Quality of View Moderate
Extent of Visibility Proposals will be visible in the whole of the 

view

Value of view Moderate
Susceptibility of receptor High
Sensitivity of receptor High
Magnitude of Change Low
Hierarchy of receptor Local
Summary - Visual Effects
Moderate - for the majority of the route the proposals 
will not be visible and from those sections that are the 
view will be over the main A road.

Mitigation

Buffer planting to edge of development will help 
screen built form

Figure: 1.4 Viewpoint 4 (VP4)
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Client: 

Project: Colburn

Figure: 1.5 Viewpoint 5 (VP5)

Description of View This view looks out from a footpath that 
follows a driveway at the edge of a small 
hamlet and church that includes an equestrian 
centre. The landscape is parkland with large 
mature trees in a pastoral landscape. The 
proposal site is seen through several field 
boundaries of hedgerow and trees.

Change to View The change to the view will be small as there is 
a great deal of boundary vegetation and some 
topographic change between the viewer and 
the proposal site.

Representative Viewpoint VP5
Visual Receptor PROW

Location N- 982
E- 214
Looking north

Receptor description Representative of users of PROW footpath 
that runs through grounds of an equestrian 
centre

View and orientation Panoramic view across fields
View elevation 98.5
Proximity to proposals 450m
Value and Quality of View Moderate
Extent of Visibility Some of the development may be visible 

through intervening vegetation

Value of view Moderate
Susceptibility of receptor High
Sensitivity of receptor High
Magnitude of Change Low
Hierarchy of receptor Local
Summary - Visual Effects
Moderate - the magnitude of change from this view will 
be low as much of the development will be screened by 
vegetation, winter views and glimpses of built form are 
likely but in the context of views of existing settlement.
Mitigation

Buffer planting and landscaping to boundaries will 
improve screening further.
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Client: 

Project: Colburn

Figure: 1.6 Viewpoint 6 (VP6)

Description of View The view is from a local access road that 
links to a footpath network further north. 
Catterick road is a prominent feature and 
services and the settlement edge are 
visible in the mid distance.

Change to View The change to the view would be 
noticeable but in the context, and in front 
of, an existing settlement edge. Housing 
would appear closer but still behind a 
layering of vegetation at boundaries. The 
change would be low-medium. 

Representative Viewpoint VP6
Visual Receptor Vehicular

Location N- 98
E- 215
Looking west

Receptor description Representative of users of a local access 
road

View and orientation Panoramic view across fields
View elevation 81.7
Proximity to proposals 150m
Value and Quality of View Moderate
Extent of Visibility Proposals will be visible in around 30% of 

view

Value of view Moderate
Susceptibility of receptor Low
Sensitivity of receptor Low
Magnitude of Change Low-medium
Hierarchy of receptor Local
Summary - Visual Effects
Slight-Moderate. The change will be noticeable but not likely 
to change anything of the character or value of the view.

Mitigation

Buffer planting to boundaries will help integrate the proposals 
into the existing scene.
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Client: 

Project: Colburn

Figure: 1.7 Viewpoint 7 (VP7)

Description of View The view is from outside a group of farm 
buildings where the residential property 
faces north, away from the site. The 
receptor does not really utilise this view 
and is not very susceptible to potential 
change.

Change to View The change to the view will be noticeable 
, extending the built settlement out 
from the existing edge. Good vegetation 
screening reduces the amount of 
visibility there would be and the change 
is between low and medium.

Representative Viewpoint VP7
Visual Receptor Residential

Location N- 992
E- 82.5
Looking south

Receptor description Representative of views from a farm 
property

View and orientation elevated panoramic view across fields
View elevation 85
Proximity to proposals 650m
Value and Quality of View Moderate
Extent of Visibility Some of the proposals may be visible in a 

small proportion of the view

Value of view Moderate
Susceptibility of receptor Low
Sensitivity of receptor Medium
Magnitude of Change Low-medium
Hierarchy of receptor Local
Summary - Visual Effects
Moderate - the magnitude of change from this view will be 
moderate but in the context of the town being visible to the 
viewer. Winter views will be more pronounced but in summer 
boundary vegetation provides good screening.
Mitigation

Buffer planting to edge of development will improve screening 
and allow for the integration of settlement into the view.



Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown copyright 2013. All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673

Client: 

Project: Colburn

Figure: 1.8 Viewpoint 8 (VP8)

Description of View The view is from a local public footpath 
offering views across open countryside 
and the Swale valley. Topography 
prevents views towards the proposal 
site

Change to View No change

Representative Viewpoint VP8
Visual Receptor PROW

Location N- 995
E- 209
Looking south

Receptor description Representative of views from footpath

View and orientation elevated panoramic view across fields
View elevation 92.5
Proximity to proposals 12000m
Value and Quality of View Moderate
Extent of Visibility none of the development will be visible

Value of view Moderate
Susceptibility of receptor High
Sensitivity of receptor High
Magnitude of Change negligible
Hierarchy of receptor Local
Summary - Visual Effects
None

Mitigation

N/A
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i  CRITERIA FOR DESCRIBING LANDSCAPE SUSCEPTIBILITY

Landscape Sensitivity is a combination of judgements of susceptibility to the type of change proposed and the value attached to 
the landscape.

Susceptibility to change the ability of the landscape receptor (whether it be the overall character or quality/condition of a particular 
landscape type or area, or an individual element and/or feature, or a particular aesthetic and perceptual aspect) to accommodate 
the proposed development without undue consequences for the maintenance of the baseline situation and/or the achievement of 
landscape planning policies and strategies.

Baseline studies for assessing landscape effects require a mix of desk study and field work to identify and record the character of the 
landscape and the elements, features and aesthetic and perceptual factors which contribute to it. 

Following this each aspect of the assessment should be judged for its susceptibility to change from the proposed development 
and the value attached to this aspect of the landscape. Value can apply to areas of landscape as a whole, or to individual elements 
and feature.

Table 1 illustrates the aspects of landscape character used to inform the susceptibility of a landscape, or elements of the landscape 
to change.

LANDSCAPE BASELINE AND SENSITIVITY

APPENDIX 1

  Table 1 CRITERIA FOR DESCRIBING LANDSCAPE SUSCEPTIBILITY

Landscape High Medium Low

Landscape designation A landscape of distinctive character 
susceptible to relatively small changes.  
Includes national or regionally designated 
landscapes.
e.g. National Scenic Area; Historic 
Gardens and Designed Landscapes on 
the National Register; AONB; National 
Parks

A landscape of moderately valued 
characteristics. Including local 
landscape designations.

A landscape of relative 
unimportance, the nature of 
which is tolerant to substantial 
change. No landscape 
designation.  

Landscape resource 
and/or habitats

Important landscape resources or 
landscapes of particularly distinctive 
character and therefore likely to be 
subject to national designation or 
otherwise with high values to the public.   
Is susceptible to minor changes that 
would alter access or the character and 
experience of the resource.

Moderately valued characteristics 
reasonably tolerant of change. 
Susceptible to changes that would 
remove access and fundamentally 
change the nature of the existing 
resource. 

Relatively unimportant/ 
immature or damaged 
landscapes tolerant of 
substantial change.  

Scale and enclosure Small intimate landscape susceptible 
to changes that alter scale, form and 
enclosure. Large scale landscapes 
susceptible to the introduction of 
uncharacteristic elements which impose 
enclosure or development at a scale 
inappropriate to the setting.

Medium scale  landscape susceptible 
to changes that introduce elements 
which alter the scale or understanding 
of landscape context. 

Large scale open landscapes 
susceptible to changes that 
introduce elements that are 
of an appropriate scale and/
or landscape context. Small 
scale landscapes susceptible to 
changes that introduce intimate 
and contained development 
appropriate to the context.

Landform and 
topography

Mountainous or large dominating 
hills and valleys.  Intimate small scale 
landscapes defined through easily 
identifiable elements in the immediate 
landscape.  

Rolling landform with small hills and 
valleys.  Some intimacy and human 
scale through landscape elements 
such as hedgerows and woodland 
copses.  

Large scale open landscape.  
Little intimacy or human scale, 
few character elements or 
features.  



Settlement and Urban 
landscapes

Organic land cover pattern, urban forms 
that follow a recognisable historical 
growth over time which is retained with 
the layout, building fabric or through 
other elements. Urban grain and layout 
that define character and give a sense of 
place. Conservation Areas or areas with 
a high collection of listed buildings or 
notable features.

Urban form with some recognised 
form and structure that defines 
a character for the settlement or 
urban area. An area with noted 
buildings or form may include listed 
buildings.

Urban form that is degraded or 
creates a limited sense of place 
or character through either its 
grain, layout, building fabric or 
other elements. 20th and 21st 
century suburban layouts and 
industrial and commercial areas 
may fall into this category.

Historical and Cultural 
Landscapes

Landscapes with important historical 
or cultural associations notable either 
through physical structures, landmarks 
or features or else through association 
with literature, historical events or 
cultural significance. Registered park 
or gardens, landscape with a national 
cultural significance susceptible to small 
change.

Landscapes with notable historical 
and cultural associations at Regional 
or Local level. Landscape susceptible 
to change that would alter or remove 
the elements or features important 
to the association.

Landscape with no recognised 
individual features or elements

Remoteness and 
tranquillity

Remote location, little evidence of 
human activity. Landscape susceptible to 
small changes.

Landscapes with aspects of 
tranquility and remoteness but 
where human activity and presence 
is notable. Susceptible to changes 
that would further urbanise or bring 
activity to areas where this is only 
partially present.

Highly developed countryside 
areas with continuous evidence 
of human activity. Susceptible 
only to very high levels 

Visual and Sensory A landscape with wide ranging and open 
views  to distance which are part of the 
character. Susceptible to change that 
leads to enclosure or loss of notable 
views or view points. High quality views.

A landscape with open aspects or 
views but moderate or low visual 
connections to distance. Susceptible 
to change that remove views or 
fundamentally alters the visual 
amenity.

An enclosed landscape with 
little or no visual connection to 
distant locations. A landscape 
where view quality is low and/or 
degraded in character.



Landscape Quality Definition Typical Example

Exceptional Strong landscape structure, characteristics, patterns, 
and/or clear urban grain identifiable with a historic 
period or event; 
Appropriate management for land use and land cover 
and/or a well maintained urban environment of 
distinction, intact and good landscape condition; 
Distinct features worthy of conservation, historic 
architectural grain; 
Sense of place exceptional local distinctiveness; 
No detracting features.  

Internationally or nationally recognised.   World 
Heritage Sites, National Parks,  National Scenic Area, 
AONB

High Strong landscape structure, characteristic patterns 
and/or clear urban grain; 
Appropriate management for land use and land cover, 
but potentially scope to improve; 
Distinct features worthy conservation; 
Sense of place; 
Occasional detracting features.   

Nationally, regionally recognised e.g. parts of National 
Scenic Area,  
notable Conservation Area or Listed status;  Registered 
Historic Gardens and Designed Landscapes; Special 
Landscape Area; 

Good Recognisable landscape structure and/or urban grain 
Scope to improve management for land use and land 
cover; 
Some features worthy of conservation; 
Sense of place; 
Some detracting features.   

Regionally or locally recognised e.g. localised areas 
within National Park,  Regional Parks, Village Greens, 
Special Landscape Areas, Conservation Areas.

Ordinary Distinguishable landscape structure, characteristics, 
patterns of landform and land cover often masked by 
land use; 
Fractured urban grain with patterns of use difficult to 
distinguish; 
Scope to improve management of vegetation; 
Some features worthy of conservation; 
Some detracting features 

Locally recognised landscape without specific 
designation.  

Poor Weak landscape structure, characteristic patterns of 
landform and land cover are missing, little or no 
recognisable urban grain; 
Mixed land use evident; 
Lack of management and intervention has resulted in 
degradation; 
Frequent detracting features.   

A landscape without note or one singled out as being 
degraded or requiring improvement.  

Very Poor Degraded  landscape structure, characteristic patterns 
and/or urban grain missing; 
Mixed land use or dereliction dominates; 
Lack of management/ intervention has resulted in 
degradation; 
Extensive detracting features.   

A Landscape likely to be singled out as needing 
intervention or regeneration.  

ii  Table 2 CRITERIA FOR DESCRIBING LANDSCAPE QUALITY

APPENDIX 1



Landscape Value Definition Typical Example

High An iconic landscape or element(s) held in high regard both 
nationally, regionally and by the local community; 
A landscape or element(s) widely used by both the local 
community and a broader visiting community; 
Features of particular historical protected significance ; 
Landscape or space which defines or is closely associated 
with a community and its life and livelihood; 
A landscape that defines a particular character area being 
both representative but also definitive in terms of its ele-
ments, features or characteristics.

Nationally, regionally recognised e.g. parts of National 
Park; National Scenic Area; AONB; Registered Historic 
Garden and Designed Landscape; World Heritage Sites. 
Village Green/Park or Community Recreational Space 
with strong and varied use by the whole community over 
a period of 20 years or more. Regional Parks and Country 
Parks. An area with good and varied access and high 
visual amenity.

Good A landscape or element(s) recognised regionally and locally 
as important ; 
A landscape widely used by the local community; 
Features or elements widely used or visited and held in 
association with the area or community;
A landscape that is particularly representative of the 
character descriptions and assessments available for the 
study area including some key aspects or features that if lost 
would effect the overall landscape description. 

Conservation or Listed status; Village Greens/Parks; 
, Culturally important sites. Access via PROW and 
permissive paths other routeways. An area of good 
access and good visual amenity.

Moderate A landscape of local importance ; 
A landscape used by the local community through PROW; 
A sense of place recognisable and associated with the local 
area.   

Area of local landscape importance with limited access 
and some visual amenity

Low A landscape without particular noted significance; 
A landscape or elements infrequently used by the local 
community; 
A landscape which is not distinct and does not add to the 
overall context of the area.   

A landscape with little or no access and no visual amenity

iii Table 3 CRITERIA FOR DESCRIBING LANDSCAPE VALUE

Value can apply to areas of landscape as a whole, or to individual elements, features and aesthetic or perceptual dimensions which 
contribute to the character of the landscape.

The range of factors that can help in the identification of valued landscapes may include:

-  Landscape Quality (see table 2) - a measure of the physical state of the landscape;
- Scenic Quality - landscapes that appeal primarily to the senses
- Rarity - the presence of rare elements or features in the landscape;
- Representativeness - whether the landscape contains particular characters and or features or elements which are   
 considered particularly important examples;
- Conservation Interests - the presence of features of wildlife, earth science, archaeological, historical and cultural interest;
- Recreation Value - evidence that the landscape is valued for recreational activity;
- Perceptual Aspects - e.g. wilderness and/or tranquility;
- Associations - Some landscape are associated with particular people, such as artists or writers, or events in history.

APPENDIX 1



Landscape Sensitivity Definition Typical Examples

High A landscape that demonstrates a high level of 
susceptibility to the nature and level of change proposed 
across the majority of criteria assessed. A landscape 
of high or moderate value that includes key aspects, 
elements or features of the recognised landscape 
character. The proposal is likely to change the nature 
and description of the receiving landscape character.

Internationally or Nationally recognised.   World 
Heritage Sites, National Parks,  National Scenic Area, 
AONB.
Nationally, Regionally recognised e.g. parts of National 
Scenic Area,  
notable Conservation Area or Listed status;  Registered 
Historic Gardens and Designed Landscapes; Special 
Landscape Areas; 
Valued landscapes of good quality or above which define 
or have definite characteristics of a landscape character 
type or area.

Medium - High A landscape that demonstrates a medium to high level 
of susceptibility to the change proposed. A landscape 
of medium to high level value where care is required 
to consider the aspects of landscape value and how 
these might be retained or mitigated if affected by the 
proposals.

Regionally recognised e.g. areas within National Park,  
Regional Parks, Special Landscape Areas, Conservation 
Areas.
Valued and/or good landscapes that are representative of 
a broader landscape character type or area.

Medium A landscape that demonstrates a medium level of 
susceptibility to the change proposed but that can 
accommodate some of this change without altering or 
affecting the principle characteristics of the receiving 
landscape. A landscape of medium level value where 
some care is required to consider the aspects of 
landscape value and how these might be retained or 
mitigated if affected by the proposals.

Regionally or locally recognised e.g. Regional Parks, Village 
Greens, Locally recognised landscape without specific 
designation.  Locally valued and/or good or ordinary 
landscapes that are representative of a broader landscape 
character type or area.

Low - Medium A landscape of low susceptibility to change where the 
proposals will only affect or alter the key characteristics, 
features or elements of the receiving landscape in a 
very limited way, whilst predominantly maintaining the 
same landscape character description and definition as 
before. A landscape of moderate to low value.

A landscape without note or one singled out as 
being predominantly degraded or requiring some 
improvement.  
A Landscape likely to be singled out as needing 
intervention or regeneration.  
A landscape of ordinary quality with few recorded value 
characteristics. 
A landscape that includes limited key characteristics, 
elements or features and is partially representative of a 
landscape character type or area.

Low A landscape of low susceptibility to change where the 
proposals will not affect or alter the key characteristics, 
features or elements of the receiving landscape and 
where the landscape would be left essentially within the 
same landscape character description and definition as 
before. A landscape of moderate to low value.

A landscape without note or one singled out as being 
degraded or requiring improvement.  
A Landscape likely to be singled out as needing 
intervention or regeneration.  
A landscape of ordinary or poor quality with few or no 
recorded value characteristics. 
A landscape that does not include key characteristics, 
elements or features and is only partially representative 
of a landscape character type or area.

iv Table 4 LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY
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Magnitude of Change Examples

High The development would result in a prominent change to the landscape character type or area (enhance or 
degrade). 
Major alteration to significant elements or features or the removal/introduction of substantial elements.
The alteration of a landscape to substantially increase/decrease both the landscape value and quality.

Medium The development would result in a noticeable change to the landscape character or part of a landscape charac-
ter type or area (enhance or degrade). 
Alteration to elements or features or partial removal/introduction.
The alteration of a landscape to increase/decrease both the landscape value and quality.

 

Low The development would result in a slight change to the landscape character (enhance or degrade). 
Alteration to minor elements or features or the removal/introduction.
The alteration of a landscape to increase/decrease both the landscape value and quality.

 

Negligible A very minor change which is not uncharacteristic and maintains the quality and value of the landscape. 

v  Table 5 MAGNITUDE OF CHANGE (LANDSCAPE) 

LANDSCAPE EFFECTS

Magnitude of Change

High Medium Low Negligible
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High Substantial Moderate - Substantial Moderate Negligible

Med - High Moderate - Substantial Moderate - Substantial Slight- Moderate Negligible

Medium Moderate - Substantial Moderate Slight - Moderate Negligible

Low - Med Moderate Slight - Moderate Slight Negligible

Low Moderate Slight - Moderate Slight Negligible

Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible None

 

vi  Table 6 SUMMARY TABLE TO DETERMINE LANDSCAPE EFFECTS

The summary of effects on landscape can be expressed as an adverse or beneficial effect depending on the assessor’s view 
regarding the nature and quality of the existing resource and how this has been changed.  In some circumstances the change may 
be described as a neutral change if the expectation of the viewer or the fundamental nature and characteristics of a landscape 
appear unaffected.
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Landscape Effect Nature of the Effect

Substantial
Moderate - Substantial

Adverse effects may include the loss or removal of elements or features that are characteristic or otherwise 
determine value or importance, the degradation of landscape quality, the loss or reduction of value and/or a 
perception of change that is negative. Change that is against recommended management and maintenance 
proposals or other landscape objectives.

Beneficial effects may include the introduction of elements or features that are characteristic or otherwise will 
create value. The improvement of landscape quality and change that is recommended as part of management 
and maintenance proposals or other landscape objectives.

Neutral effects would represent change that is neither adverse or beneficial or is a combination of both leading 
to a balance in terms of how the change is perceived. A change that is accepted into the existing landscape 
character type or is assimilated into an associated landscape character type through the introduction of beneficial 
mitigation measures , the shift of a landscape character type/ area into another existing character type/ area.

Moderate Adverse effects may include the loss or removal of  some of the elements or features that are characteristic or 
otherwise determine value or importance, the degradation of landscape quality, the loss or reduction of aspects 
of value and/or a perception of change that is negative. Change that is against recommended management and 
maintenance proposals or other landscape objectives.

Beneficial effects may include the introduction of elements or features that are characteristic or otherwise may 
create value. The improvement of landscape quality and change that is recommended as part of management 
and maintenance proposals or other landscape objectives.

Neutral effects would represent change that is neither adverse or beneficial or is a combination of both leading 
to a balance in terms of how the change is perceived. A change that is accepted into the existing landscape 
character type or is assimilated into an associated landscape character type through the introduction of beneficial 
mitigation measures , the shift of a landscape character type/ area into another existing character type/ area. 

Slight - Moderate
Slight

Adverse effects may include the loss or removal of  some of the elements or features that are characteristic or 
otherwise determine value or importance, the further degradation of landscape quality, the loss or reduction 
of aspects of value and/or a perception of change that is negative or re-asserts the existing negative aspects 
of the site. Change that is against recommended management and maintenance proposals or other landscape 
objectives or that fails to halt identified failings of land management.

Beneficial effects may include the introduction of elements or features that are  or were historically characteristic 
for the site or otherwise may create value. The improvement of landscape quality and change that is recommended 
as part of management and maintenance proposals or other landscape objectives.

Neutral effects would represent change that is neither adverse or beneficial or is a combination of both leading 
to a balance in terms of how the change is perceived. A change that is accepted into the existing landscape 
character type or is assimilated into an associated landscape character type through the introduction of beneficial 
mitigation measures , the shift of a landscape character type/ area into another existing character type/ area.

Negligible - None A very minor change which is not uncharacteristic and maintains the quality and value of the landscape.   

vii  Table 7 SUMMARY TABLE TO DETERMINE NATURE OF LANDSCAPE EFFECTS
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Receptor Susceptibility Description

High Occupiers of residential properties with views from principle rooms or outdoor spaces 
Users of outdoor recreational facilities, including public rights of way, whose attention may be focused on the 
landscape 
Elevated panoramic viewpoints 
Communities where the development results in changes in the landscape setting or valued views enjoyed by 
the community 

Medium Residential properties with restricted views or views from non principle rooms where the focus is not on the 
landscape or view
People engaged in outdoor recreation where enjoyment of the landscape is incidental rather than the main 
interest 
People travelling through the landscape where the views involved are transient and sporadic but have a special 
significance in either the journey or the expression of the landscape or community being visited.  
Users of highway footpath routes, cyclists or horse riders where the speed of travel may allow for consideration 
and enjoyment of the view 

Low People at their place of work, industrial facilities.   
People travelling through the landscape in cars, trains or other transport such that the speed and nature of the 
views involved are short lived and have no special significance  

viii  CRITERIA FOR DESCRIBING VISUAL SUSCEPTIBILITY

The susceptibility of different visual receptors to changes in views and visual amenity is mainly a function of:
-  the occupation or activity of people experiencing the view at particular locations; and
- the extent to which their attention or interest may therefore be focused on the views and the visual amenity they experience at   
 particular locations.

Table 8

View Quality and Value Description

High Iconic views or skylines which are individual character elements in their own right.  Protected views through 
Supplementary 
Planning Guidance or development framework.  View mentioned in the listing for a conservation area, listed 
building or scheduled monument as being important with regard to its setting.  Wide panoramic distant views 
of a valued landscape(s).  
Views that are acknowledged or recorded in guide books or other publications and/or with references in 
culture such as literature or art.

Moderate Views with strong and distinctive features.  Uninterrupted views.  Views over a landscape of recognised 
character and quality 

Ordinary A view typical of the locality. Generally attractive, some detracting features

Poor Restricted views or views over a landscape of low value and quality.

ix  Table 9 CRITERIA FOR DESCRIBING VISUAL QUALITY AND VALUE

VISUAL BASELINE AND SENSITIVITY
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Magnitude of Change Examples

High The development would result in a prominent change to the existing view and would change the quality of the 
view.  The development would be easily noticed by the observer.  The development may break the skyline or form 
some other substantial change to the view.  

Medium The development would result in a noticeable change in the existing view that may change the character and 
quality of the view.  The change would be readily noticed by the observer but would not dominate the view.  

Low The development would result in a perceptible change in the existing view but this would not affect its character 
or quality.  The development will appear as a small element in the wider landscape which may be missed by the 
casual observer.  The view may be at such a distance as to reduce the appearance of the development.  

Negligible Only a small part of the development will be discernible and this may be for only part of the year or be a filtered 
view.  The view may be at such a distance as to render the change virtually indiscernible without aid or reference.  
The quality and character of the view will remain unchanged.  

x Table 10 MAGNITUDE OF CHANGE (VISUAL)

xi Table 11 SENSITIVITY (VISUAL)

Visual Sensitivity Description Typical Examples

High A view or visual receptor that demonstrates a high 
level of susceptibility to the nature and level of change 
proposed. A view of high or moderate value that 
includes views or vistas of recorded value or quality or 
with some specific cultural significance. The proposal is 
likely to change the nature and quality of view.

Protected views or vistas through planning policy 
or published guidance. Notable viewpoints or vistas 
recorded in maps, publications or other public record. 
Culturally significant views within noted areas of 
landscape value or through art, painting or literature. 
Views from residential properties where change to 
views from principle rooms could be anticipated. Views 
from public footpaths where change would affect the 
visual amenity of the route.

Medium - High A view or visual receptor that demonstrates a medium 
to high level of susceptibility to the change proposed. 
A view of medium to high level value where care is 
required to consider aspects of view and how these 
might be protected if affected by the proposals.

Regionally recognised view locations e.g. areas within 
National Park, Regional Park, Special Landscape Areas, 
Conservation Areas where views or visual amenity is 
recorded as being one of the characteristics of value. 
Views from residential properties where change to 
principle rooms may not be typical or where views of 
the proposal are oblique. Views from public footpath 
routes where the direction of the route and focus of 
the view is not towards the proposal site.

Medium A view or visual receptor that demonstrates a medium 
level of susceptibility to the change proposed but that 
can accommodate some of this change without altering 
or affecting the quality and value of the view. A view 
of medium level value where some care is required 
to consider aspects of view and how these might be 
protected if affected by the proposals.

View locations within Parks, Village Greens, or 
locally recognised landscapes. Views from residential 
properties where principle rooms or outdoor amenity 
areas will not be affected. Views from public footpaths 
where the quality and value is such (low) that the 
proposals may not alter the visual amenity.

Low - Medium A view or visual receptor of low susceptibility to change 
where the proposals are able only to affect the view in 
a very limited way, whilst predominantly maintaining 
the same visual amenity as before. A view of moderate 
to low value.

Views from vehicular routes or roadways for traffic that 
may have some appreciation of the view due to the 
speed of travel such as cyclists, horse riders and pedes-
trians. Views from transport routes where the view is a 
noted part of the journey experience such as rail routes 
through National Parks or AONB.

Low A view of low susceptibility to change where the 
proposals will not affect or alter the key characteristics, 
features or elements of the view and where the 
proposals are only able to affect the view in a very 
limited way. A view of moderate to low value.

A view without note or one singled out as being 
degraded or requiring improvement. Views from 
vehicular routes where the nature and speed of travel 
dictates a low level of engagement with the view.



Magnitude of Change

High Medium Low Negligible
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High Substantial Moderate - Substantial Moderate Negligible

Med - High Moderate - Substantial Moderate - Substantial Slight- Moderate Negligible

Medium Moderate - Substantial Moderate Slight - Moderate Negligible

Low - Med Moderate Slight - Moderate Slight Negligible

Low Moderate Slight - Moderate Slight Negligible

Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible None

 
The summary of effects can be expressed as an adverse or beneficial effect depending on the assessor’s view regarding the nature 
and quality of the existing resource and how this has been changed.  In some circumstances the change may be described as a 
neutral change if the expectation of the viewer or the fundamental nature and characteristics of a view appear unaffected.

Visual Effect Nature of the Effect

Substantial
Moderate - Substantial

Adverse effects may include the loss of key views, the removal of long distance views, the degradation of quality 
and/or value of the view. The introduction of elements or features that are perceived as negative.

Beneficial effects may include the introduction of key views, vistas or views to long distance where this is seen as 
advantageous. The introduction of elements that are perceived as positive and/or the screening off of negative 
aspects of a view.

Neutral effects would represent change that is neither adverse or beneficial or is a combination of both leading 
to a balance in terms of how the change is perceived. A change that is accepted into the existing landscape or is 
assimilated into the existing view.

Moderate Adverse effects may include the loss of notable views, the removal of views to distance , the degradation of 
quality and/or value of the view. The introduction of some elements or features that are perceived as negative.

Beneficial effects may include the introduction of new views or vistas or views. The introduction of elements that 
are perceived as positive and/or the screening off of negative aspects of a view.

Neutral effects would represent change that is neither adverse or beneficial or is a combination of both leading 
to a balance in terms of how the change is perceived. A change that is accepted into the existing landscape or 
is assimilated into the existing view. 

Slight - Moderate
Slight

Adverse effects may include the loss of  views, the removal or change of existing views, the degradation of 
quality and/or value of the view. The introduction of elements or features that are perceived as negative.

Beneficial effects may include the introduction of new views or vistas. The introduction of elements that are 
perceived as positive and/or the screening off of negative aspects of a view.

Neutral effects would represent change that is neither adverse or beneficial or is a combination of both leading 
to a balance in terms of how the change is perceived. A change that is accepted into the existing landscape or is 
assimilated into the existing view.

Negligible - None A very minor change which is not uncharacteristic and maintains the quality and value of the view. 

xiii  Table 13 SUMMARY TABLE TO DETERMINE NATURE OF VISUAL EFFECTS
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xiv Table 14 IMPORTANCE LEVEL OF EFFECTS (LOCAL, REGIONAL, NATIONAL)

Magnitude of Change Examples

International World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments of exceptional quality, or assets of acknowledged international 
importance or can contribute to international research objectives.
Grade I Listed Buildings and built heritage of exceptional quality
Grade I Registered Parks and Gardens and historic landscapes and townscapes of international sensitivity.

National Scheduled Monuments, or assets of national quality and importance or than can contribute to national 
research objectives.
Grade II* and Grade II Listed Buildings,
Grade II* and II Registered Parks and Gardens, Registered Battlefields, historic landscapes and townscapes of 
outstanding interest, quality and importance, with exceptional coherence, integrity, time-depth, or other critical 
factor(s)

Regional Designated or undesignated assets of regional quality and importance that contribute to regional research 
objectives.
Conservation Areas with very strong character and integrity, other built heritage that can be shown to have 
exceptional qualities in their fabric or historical association. Designated or undesignated special historic 
landscapes and townscapes which are well preserved and exhibiting considerable coherence, integrity time-
depth or other critical factor(s)

County Undesignated archaeological remains of county importance with the potential to contribute to research 
objectives and understanding at a County level.
Conservation Areas with very strong character and integrity, other built heritage that can be shown to have 
exceptional qualities in their fabric or historical association.
Designated or undesignated historic landscapes and townscapes with reasonable coherence, integrity, time-
depth or other critical factor(s)

Borough Undesignated assets of borough importance with the potential to contribute to borough and local research 
objectives.
Locally Listed Buildings, other Conservation Areas, historic buildings that can be shown to have good qualities 
in their fabric or historical association. Assets that form an important resource within the community, for 
educational or recreational purposes.

Local Assets compromised by poor preservation and/or poor survival of contextual associations and with limited 
potential to contribute to research objectives.
Historic (unlisted) buildings of modest quality in their fabric or historical association. Historic landscapes and 
townscapes with limited sensitivity or whose sensitivity is limited by poor preservation, historic integrity and/or 
poor survival of contextual associations. Assets that form a resource within the community with occasional 
utilisation for educational or recreational purposes.

Negligible Assets with very little or no surviving cultural heritage interest.
Buildings of no architectural or historical note.
Landscapes and townscapes that are badly fragmented and the contextual associations are severely 
compromised or have little or no historical interest.
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